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Abstract 
Flow classification technology plays an important role in network router design, network security and network 
management etc. Network traffic data include a large number of relevant and redundant features, which will 
increased the flow classifier computational complexity, and affect the classification results. So the research on 
reducing the dimension of the network traffic data, and to find the important features of information-rich has 
important significance. In this paper, we provide an efficient approach for reduction the flow characteristics, namely 
Rough Set, and then construct traffic classifier in the feature subsets. The experimental results indicate that 
construction classifier on the reduction feature sets can not only obtain a higher computing performance, but also 
achieve a higher accuracy.  
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction  
Accurate identification and categorization of network traffic according to application type is an 
important element of many network management tasks such as QoS and intrusion detection. With the 
development of Internet technology, network application models become more complex, so that the 
dimensionality of characteristics of network traffic increasing, for example, [1] gives the network traffic 
characteristics up to 248. These features often contain a lot of redundancy and noise characteristics, which 
may seriously affect the classification results. How to reduce the feature dimension and without affecting 
the classification accuracy has attracted a lot of interest in the recent past. 
Many of the current machine learning methods such as association rule learning [2], genetic algorithms 
[3-4], support vector machines[5], etc. have been applied to feature selection of the network traffic. 
Through analysis the relevance and redundancy of the characteristics, [2] using Fast Correlation-Based 
Filter (FCBF) for feature reduction, a Naïve Bayes classifier combined with kernel density estimat- ion 
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algorithm was used to assess the reduction effect, the result of the overall classification accuracy based on 
the reduction sets is 84.06%, increase about 5% than in all the characteristics; in three main applications 
WWW, MAIL, BULK, the classifications accuracy are increased by 1.17%, 6.43% and 9.66%,  
respectively. [3] combining CFS with GA algorithms to select feature subset, the experimental results in 
the sub-sets and full-sets show that, under the conditions of the approximation classification accuracy 
(respectively 88.89% and 88.67%), the average modeling time were 2.78s and 0.37s. [4] will combine GA 
and TS algorithms, using GAST-C4.5 as a feature selection algorit- hm, the 248 features of the original 
data reduced to about 4-12, the classification accuracy of classifier is about one-fold faster, the average 
classification accuracy increased from 98.62% to 98.99%. Support vector machines for feature selection 
were used in [5]. In summary, a reasonable feature selection method can effectively remove redundancy 
and noise data, that can makes the flow classifier structure simple so as to improve the classification 
performance and achieve higher classification accuracy. 
Rough set theory is an inductive learning method to deal with knowledge, particularly when knowledge 
is uncertainty, imprecise, incomplete, it can maintain the classification capability of the knowledge systems, 
and at the same time elimination redundant features of the knowledge. In this paper, rough set method is 
used to feature selection for network flow data, the result is 248 features of the network traffic data in [1], 
were reduced to about 6 to 10, we compare the performance of the Bayesian network classifiers which 
obtained by the reduction-based data set and the original data set, the average classification speed of the 
classifier increased 811.912 per second, the average classification accuracy increased 6.47%. Visibly, 
rough set method is very suitable for feature selection of the high-dimensional data such as network traffic. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the basic concepts of Rough 
Set, and gives reduction algorithm used in this article; Section 3 present our experimental method, 
illustrates the source and relevant characteristics of the data sets, describes the application of feature 
selection and outline our experimental results; in Section 4 we analyzes the problems still exist in current 
study, and discuss conclusions and future work. 
2. Rough Set  
2.1 The  concepts of the Rough Sets Theory  
Definition 1:An information systems is defined as follows, ( ), , ,S U A CUD V f= = , where 
1 2{ , , ..., }nU x x x=  is a finite set of objects(n is the number of objects); A is a finite set of attributes, C is the 
condition attribute set, D  is decision attribute set, and C D = ∅∩ ; V is the domain of attribute set A ;
:f U A V× →  is a total function such that ( , )i i jf x a V∈  for each ja A∈ , ix U∈ . If the attributes in  S   can 
be divided into condition attribute set C  and decision attribute set D , i.e. A C D= ∪  and C D =∅∩ , the 
information system S is called a decision system or decision table. 
Definition 2: The indiscernible relations (equivalence relations): x and y in U is not indiscernible, 
refers to properties of P R⊆  ( R  is the relationship betweenU ), the ,x y U∈ , for any of the properties 
a P∈ , ( , ) ( , )f x a f y a= , known as the indiscernible relations on P , denoted Ind( )P .
Definition 3: The upper approximation set and lower approximation sets: Let X U⊆ is a set, R is an 
equivalence relation on U , then: ( ) { | Ind( ) : }i iR X Y U R Y X− = ∈ ⊆∪
and ( ) { | Ind( ) : }i iR X Y U R Y X− = ∈ ≠ ∅∪ ∩ are called R-lower approximation set, and R-upper 
approximation set, respectively. 
Definition 4: Let P and S are the equivalence relations on U, the S  positive region on P  is defined as 
PPos ( ) ( )S P S−= ∪ , for |U P  classification, |U S  positive region is a set of objects, in which the knowledge 
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expression by |U P  on U , and can identified classified into |U S  class. On the contrary, the S  negative 
region on P  is defied as ( ) ( )PNeg S U R S−= − .
Definition 5: Feature Reduction: Let R is an equivale- nce relation cluster, and r R∈ ,
if Ind( ) Ind( ( ))R R r= − , that r can be omitted from R, otherwise r can not be omitted from R. For a subset 
of attributes ,P Q R⊆ , and the Q P⊆ , making Ind( ) Ind( )Q P= , claimed that Q is the reduction for P ,
using Red ( )P to represent. If there is none subset of T Q⊆ , making Ind( ) Ind( )T P= , claimed that Q is the 
most minimal subset of P . The intersection of reduction set Red ( )P  is called P 's core, that 
is, Core( ) Red( )P P= ∩ , it is essential properties to express the knowledge. 
Definition 6: Importance of attribute, ( ) (p Pr Q Card Pos= ( )) / ( | )Q Card U Q ,where, ( ( ))PCard Pos Q is the 
number of elements which assigned to |U Q  by P , ( | )Card U Q is the  number of elements of |U Q .For one 
attribute a P∈  and * { }P P a= − ,we use attribute dependability ( , , )SGF a P D = *( ) ( )P Pr Q r Q− to measure 
the importance of attribute a  relative to decision attribute D . If the equation is equal to zero indicates 
that after removed the attribute of a , the attribute dependability did not change, a  can be omitted; 
otherwise remove the attribute a , the division of Q will be affected. 
2.2 Feature Selection Algorithm Based on Rough Set  
People want to find the reduction with fewest properties, that is the best reduction, however, to find the 
best reduction is NP hard, so there are many research on finding the best or second best reduction in the 
fields of rough set. For instance, based on the concepts of indiscernible relationships and positive region, 
[6] presents a complete algorithm for attribute reduction. In order to reduce the time complexity of the 
algorithm, literature [7] presents an approximate reduction algorithm based on radix sort. To verify the 
adaptation of the rough set to network traffic data, we achieved the algorithm [6], so there is only this 
algorithm introduced. 
Algorithm steps are as follows: 
Input: , , ,S U C D V f=< >∪
Output: A reduction of C relative to D , denoted Red
1. Calculate the core of C  relative to D , Core ( )D C ;
2. Let Red Core ( )D C= ;
3.Calculate cPos D（ ）, | RedU  and Red ( )Pos D  respectively; 
4. If Re( ) | | ( ) |c dPos D Pos D≠ , repeatedly run: 
4.1. To find an attribute a  in -RedC  which make ( ,  Red,  )SGF a D  taking the maximum value; 
4.2. Added a  to the tail of the Red , then to calculate the new | RedU  and Red ( )Pos D .
5. Beginning from the tail of the Red , forward from the back, for each attribute a , to determine 
whether a  is indispensable: 
If ( )Da Core D∈ , then all the properties in front of a  are indispensable, the algorithm end; 
The final features set = Red ;
Otherwise, if Red { }| | | ( ) |c aPos D Pos D= －（ ） , is mean that a  is not indispensable, and delete a  from the Red .
3. Experiment  
In order to verify the effectiveness of the feature selection algorithm on the flow classification, we 
have achieved algorithm [6], and the experiment data described in [2]. The first step of the experiment is 
to discrete-attributed datasets, and each data set is divided into two parts, 80% of the training data and 
20% of the testing data, the second step is to reduction features for each training dataset by using the 
algorithm of [6], and obtained the reduction dataset. The final step is to construct Bayesian network 
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classifier [8] used the original data sets and reduction data sets, respectively, and to comparing the 
difference of the corresponding classifier in classification accuracy and classification speed with the 
testing datasets, thus verifying the effectiveness of the rough set reduction. 
3.1 Data Preparation  
Experimental data provided by the University of Oxford in 2005, which consists of 10 small data sets, 
each from a different period of the 24-hour day. Each of the ten blocks lasting about approximately 1680 
seconds (28minutes). Table 1 shows the overall information of the data set. The 5-tuple (Source IP, 
Destination IP, Source Port, Destination Post, Protocol) and 248 properties of character and an application 
layer class table are present in each flow record. TableⅡlists the data set used in all categories. TableⅢ
shows part of the attributes feature. 
Table 1 Broad statistics of each data set 
Data-set Duration Num of Flows
01 1821.8 24863 
02 1696.7 23801 
03 1724.1 22932 
04 1784.1 22285 
05 1794.9 21648 
06 1658.5 19384 
07 1739.2 55835 
08 1665.9 55494 
09 1664.5 66248 
10 1613.4 65036 
Table 2. Network traffic allocated to each category e  
Classification Example Application 
BULK
DATABASE 
INTERACTIVE
MAIL 
SERVICES 
WWW
P2P
ATTACK 
GAMES 
MULTIMEDIA 
ftp 
Post gres, sqlnet oracle, ingres 
ssh, klogin, rlogin ,telnet 
imap,pop2/3,smtp 
X11,dns,ident,Idap,ntp 
www 
KaZaA, BitTorrent, GunTella 
Internet worm and virus attacks 
Half-Life
Windows Media Player, Real 
Table 3 examples of features describing each used as input for classifiction 
Features Number 
TCP  Port （Client and Server） 1-2 
The size of packet inter-arrival time ( min, max, q1, q3, avg, mean ) 3-9 
The Size of Window Advertisement seen a bR (min, max, avg, stdv ) 87-94 
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The number of RTT samples found a bR ( total, min, max, avg, stdv) 113-122 
The number of full-size RTT samples a bR ( total, min, max, avg, stdv) 125-134 
FFT of packet IAT 219-248 
3.2 Feature Selection  
Table 4 shows feature subset of each data sets after reduction (feature number is corresponding to [2]). 
Table 4  
Data-set Reduction features 
01 88，43，2，117，234，123，8
02 88，43，93，236，129，115，2
03 94，93，127，7，3，209，4
04 96，85，131，2，3，23，228 
05 87，96，8，117，2，110 
06 94，93，158，129，1，16 
07 88，93，159，2，117，236，7，3，5，109 
08 88，93，43，2，7，119，127，236 
09 88，93，244，1，238，209，117，84，89 
10 94，93，8，236，117，123，209，13
We can see that the number of the features significantly reduced after using the rough-set feature 
selection algorithm. The original 248 features are now reduction to 6-10. To build the classifier model in 
such a data set, can significantly simplify the model structure, and the modeling time can be reduced also. 
Here we compare the performance of classifiers before and after feature selection. 
3.3 Effects Assessment 
We use Bayesian network as the evaluation function, comparing from four aspects of the classifiers, 
they are modeling time, classification speed, accuracy and recall. 
Accuracy =  The number of samples were correctly classified
Total number of samples
Recall= The number of samples were correctly classified into a certain category
The total number of samples in this category
In figure 1, the build time of classifier for each feature subsets before and after the reduction are 
compared. From the figure we can see that the model build time of the classifier significantly reduced 
after the feature reduction. Reduction in the number of features leading the learning complexity of the 
classifier is reduced. 
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Figure 1: Mold Build Time of classifier on all classes based on all features and the RS reduction features 
Figure 2 shows the testing speed of classifier for each feature subsets before and after the reduction, 
from the figure we can clearly see that the test speed significantly improved in the reduction feature set, 
which indicating that some reduction can help on simplifying the structure of classifier, thereby 
enhancing the speed of classification. 
Figure 2: Classification Speed of classifier on all classes based on all features and the RS reduction features 
Figure 3 shows the comparison results of the classifier’s accuracy. We can see that in each datasets the 
classification accuracy of the reduction is higher than the non-reduction’s. For No. 7, the classification 
accuracy improved as much as 20%, based on 10th dataset, the classification accuracy increase of about 
0.5% at least. That the data have been removed by Rough set indeed redundant and noise data, a 
significant reduction in the amount of data actually increase the overall amount of information.  
Figure 3: The accuracy of classifier on all classes based on all features and the RS reduction features 
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Figure 4: The recall rate of classifier on www based on all features and the RS reduction features 
Figure 5: The recall rate of classifier on mail based on all features and the RS reduction features 
Figure 6: The recall rate of classifier on p2p based on all features and the RS reduction features 
Figure 4 ~ 6 show the recall comparison of WWW, MAIL, P2P for the classifier before and after 
reduction. As can be seen from the figures, reduction make the classifier recall of WWW raise 
substantially, the MAIL increase is not very clear, while a slight decrease on P2P, but we found that the 
recall of P2P in original features set is not very high either, that indicating the characteristics of data sets 
are not the best for identification P2P, and therefore reduction features in such a dataset, the effect may be 
even worse. We can see that the overall recall of data sets is increased, and the recall of P2P decline is not 
very evident, but the modeling time and classification speed improved significantly, which offers the 
possibility to achieve on-line identification in future. 
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4. Conclusion and Further Work 
Traffic classification has a vital role in tasks as the router design, network security and network 
management. In order to quickly and accurately identify each flow belonging to the application categories, 
in this paper we introduces rough set method to reduction feature for the flow data which have collected, 
removal redundancy and noise data that affect the results of the classification. Experimental results show 
that the reduction feature subsets obtained by Rough set method, only have small number of features, and 
also contain essential information needed on classification, which greatly improved the classifier's 
classification accuracy and classification speed. From the text we can see that the classification of the 
effect for P2P is not very clear, we will try our best to find a feature set suitable for P2P classification to 
address this issue. As the choice of classifier have a direct impact on classification results, to study a 
better classification algorithm is the important content we will study. 
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